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We present a scheme to perform universal quantum computation using global control with an arbitrary
subsystem dimension �not necessarily finite�. The scheme is developed over a one spatial dimension N-element
array, using only mirror-symmetric logical encoding, global pulses for single subsystem operations, uniform
Ising-type interaction, and an all zero initial pure state. A mechanism using ancillary degrees of freedom for
subsystem specific measurement is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum computation involves control at some level of a
large number of quantum systems �QSs�. The traditional cir-
cuit based approach is to have a set of systems for storing
quantum information, which we dub quantum sites �QSs� �1�
that are addressable individually �1�. It is known that univer-
sal quantum computation is possible, independent of sub-
system dimension, when arbitrary single QS unitaries and
2-QS entangling gates are available �2,3�. Yet addressing in-
dividual subsystems in large arrays is extremely challenging
and can impose significant errors due to misalignment of the
fields which unintentionally act on neighbors to the target
�cross talk� or miss the target altogether. Candidate quantum
computer architectures such as quantum dot or doped silicon
arrays and trapped atoms in optical lattices are examples of
systems where individual addressing is quite difficult. As a
way to avoid or alleviate the difficulties imposed by the need
of local addressability researchers have developed semiglo-
bal schemes, where some limited addressability is comple-
mented with global pulses �4,5�, and completely globally
controlled schemes �see, for example, �6–8��, where only
global pulses and interactions are available, capable of
achieving universal quantum computation.

The philosophy behind global control is to reduce spatial
control complexity by using only global manipulation,
implemented with fields homogeneously coupled with all
QSs. In general such global control schemes require a natural
evolution �time step� for the array, and tailored sequences of
global pulses which translates chronological control into spa-
tial control. When the resultant evolution is a set of gates
which act on small neighborhoods in parallel we typically
describe this as a quantum cellular automata. Models for
global control have been so far only been developed with
two level systems, qubits �6,8�. However higher dimensional
computational models �qudit computation and continuous
variables �CVs�, also called quantum nat computation�, show
advantages in terms of efficiency and robustness in certain
contexts and may be a more natural encoding for particular
physical systems. Thus the natural next step is to find a way
to implement such models in a globally controlled fashion.

The aim of this paper is to develop a model in one spatial
dimension for global universal quantum computation using a

homogeneous one-dimensional �1D� array of arbitrary di-
mension quantum systems. The goal is realized in three
stages: �i� to develop a protocol using mirror-symmetric en-
coding in a 1D array to perform arbitrary single QS unitaries;
�ii� develop a protocol to achieve 2-QS unitaries, again in a
mirror-symmetric fashion; and �iii� a means of reading out
the state of any individual pair of mirror-symmetric QSs in
the array, again utilizing only global control. In contrast to
some of the prior work �4,5� on semiglobal addressing, we
do not assume one can turn off interactions between disjoint
pairs nor do we require spatial inhomogeneities either in the
pulses or the background fields. Furthermore, it is not neces-
sary to create a special initial state of the register which
guides the flow of information �see, e.g., Ref. �9�.�. All that is
required is a simple fiducial state with all qubits initialized to
logical 0. The key ingredient we utilize is temporal inhomo-
geneities in the sequence of global pulses which translates
into spatial addressability when boundary conditions are ac-
counted for. Such a scheme was developed in �8� for qubit
computation and we construct here the generalization to
computation with qudits and CV systems. This is important
because several algorithms are more native to qudits or CVs
�10,11� and digital simulations of quantum dynamics with
nonqubit systems may be more efficient via a computation
using higher dimensional systems �12�. The paper flows as
follows. In Sec. II we review the gate library for quantum
control in higher dimensional systems. We describe a set of
Hermitian generators �M�a ,b�� such that a finite sequence of
elements of the form ei�Ma,b allows us to build any single QS
unitary �exactly for the qudit case and arbitrarily close for
CV�. In Sec. III we develop our computational protocol and
show how particular sequences of global pulses acting on a
1D N-QS array allow us to achieve �i�. The scheme allows
also the implementation of directed nearest-neighbor entan-
gling gates �ii�, which equates to having universal quantum
computation �2,3�. A method for output of classical informa-
tion from the array �iii� is discussed in Sec.IV and we sum-
marize the overall requirements of our method in the Sec. V.

II. SINGLE QS QC

We first discuss single QS quantum computation, sepa-
rately discussing the qudit �discrete finite dimension� and
continuous variable �continuous infinite dimension� cases.
Unitary operators on these Hilbert spaces are generated by*gpazsil@ics.mq.edu.au
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the algebras su�d�, and polynomials in �q̂ , p̂ ,1�, respectively.
We choose a set of generators for single QS quantum gates
which will prove useful later. Motivated by results in Refs.
�13,14� we choose the set of generators, which are Hermitian
counterparts of Weyl pairs �satisfying the commutation rela-
tions of the generalized Pauli group for qudits� and the Weyl
representation of the Heisenberg commutation relation for
CVs.

The qudit case. The state space for a single qudit is Hd

=spanC��j�� j=0
d−1, and unitary gates are elements of the group

SU�d�. A basis for unitary operators on this space is
�X�a�Z�b� ;a ,b�Zd�, where X=	s=0

d−1�s+1�
s�, and Z
=	s=0

d−1ei2�s/d�s�
s�, with additional modulo d, Xd=1=Zd, and a
commutation relation Z�b�X�a�=ei2�ab/dX�a�Z�b�. The group
generated by the n-fold tensor product of this basis is the
generalized Pauli-tensor group P�n ,d�= ��c� j=1

n Xj
vjZj

vj+n ;v�
� �Zd�2n ,c�Zd�. The Clifford group C�n ,d� is the normal-
izer of P�n ,d�, and we refer to elements of C�n ,d� as Clif-
ford operations. We adopt the notation X�a��Xa and Z�b�
�Zb. To build unitary quantum gates we construct a conve-
nient orthogonal Hermitian basis of the algebra u�d� to be

B�a,b� = ei�a,bX�a�Z�b� + e−i�a,bZ�− b�X�− a�

= cos��a,b��+�a,b� + sin��a,b�i�−�a,b� �1�

where �a,b=� /4+�ab /d and ���a ,b�=X�a�Z�b�
�Z�−b�X�−a�. Given an orthogonal Hermitian basis for
su�d�, any unitary U�U�d� can be generated as a product of
d2−1 unitaries, each generated from one element of the basis
�see, e.g., Ref. �15�.�. Since the two Hermitian operators
���a ,b� in �1� commute �for fixed a and b�, we can then
write an arbitrary unitary U�SU�d� as

U = �
a,b=0�a�b�0

d−1

ei�a,b cos��a,b��+�a,b�ei�a,b sin��a,b�i�−�a,b� �2�

where the �a,b are real numbers �note the presence of d2−1
independent real parameters�. It follows that if we can per-
form ei��+�a,b� and ei��i�−�a,b��, for some ��R, then we are
able to construct an arbitrary unitary. In the following section
we show how to construct these operators using global
pulses alone.

The CV case �d→��. The Hilbert space for a single quan-
tum nat is HCV=L2�R�. We consider the following operators
on this space:

Z��� = ei�q̂ and X�	� = e−i	p̂, �3�

satisfying Z���X�	�=ei�	X�	�Z���, which is the Weyl rep-
resentation of the Heisenberg group �having set 
=1�. We
can fix a computational basis �q� satisfying the relations
Z����q�=ei�q�q� and X�	��q�= �q+	�. Similar to the case for
unitaries generated by a set of finite dimension Hermitian
operators, the real and imaginary parts of X�	�Z��� can be
constructed �Eq. �1��, and form a universal set of gates for
single CV computation as shown in Ref. �14�.

In summary, to implement arbitrary single QS unitaries
we need to be able to apply unitaries generated by the op-
erators �Eq. �1��. Universal quantum computation requires
entangling gates between arbitrary pairs of QSs. Since it is

possible to swap an arbitrary pair to be adjacent to one an-
other using nearest-neighbor entangling gates, it suffices to
find a way to perform an entangling gate between an arbi-
trary nearest-neighbor pair. In the following section we shall
explore a globally controlled scheme on a 1D array with
N-QSs, where using only global pulses we can not only ex-
ecute arbitrary single QS unitaries on any site of the array,
but also execute entangling gates between any particular
nearest-neighbor QSs. Most of our derivations are valid in all
dimensions as make use of the algebraic and transformation
properties of the Z�u�X�v� operators, and we adopt a unified
notation Z�u�X�v�=�uvX�v�Z�u� where �=ei2�/d for finite d
and �=ei for continuous variable.

III. UNIVERSAL COMPUTATION WITH GLOBAL
CONTROL

Inspired by the scheme developed by Raussendorf �8� and
using our previous results �16�, we now demonstrate a pro-
tocol to perform universal quantum computation in an homo-
geneous chain of N-QSs of arbitrary dimension. To achieve
this we develop a method to target specific QSs in the 1D
array using only global pulses. We do this by regularly ap-
plying a global entangling pulse interspersed with homoge-
neously applied single QS operators to all QSs on the chain.
By varying over time the type of single QS operator which is
homogeneously applied we find that the overall operation is
equivalent to addressing specific QSs in the chain—actually,
pairs of QSs—symmetrically positioned about the midpoint
of the chain.

To show this we present the step operator T for arbitrary
dimensions introduced in �16� for an N-QS chain,

T = �
j=1

N

Fj
−1�

i=1

N−1

CZi,i+1

where Fj is the discrete Fourier transform gate acting on QS
j �satisfying F4=1� and CZi,i+1 is the generalized control
phase gate between sites i and i+1. For qudits Fj

= 1
d

	r,s=0
d−1 �rs�r� j
s� and CZi,i+1= 1

d	s,r�
−srZi

s
� Zi+1

r and T is in

the Clifford group. For CVs, Fj =ei�/4�qj
2+pj

2� and CZi,i+1
=eiqi�qi+1. Henceforth, all operations are global so we write
F=� j=1

N Fj
−1 and CZ=�i=1

N−1CZi,i+1. From the results in �16� we
know that the composition F2TN+1 yields a reflection of the
entire quantum state of the N-QS 1D array about the mid-
point of the chain.

Before describing the protocol in detail, we briefly illus-
trate the rationale behind it. Consider the repeated action of
the global operator T on a uniform product operator on the
1D array. One can show that after repeated applications of T
the homogeneity is lost but is always mirror symmetric, i.e.,
site s and it’s mirror-symmetric partner site N+1−s evolve
in the same way. Further one can show that under enough T
conjugations, every site s �and it’s mirror version�, display a
different action. This fact was first exploited for the simplest
case �qubits� in �8�, to execute universal quantum computa-
tion in a globally controlled fashion. With this in mind we

can consider the following sequence T̆�� of global operations
acting on the 1D array:
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T̆�� = P��N+1�TP��N�TP��N−1� ¯ TP��0� = P��N+1�

�TP��N�T−1�

�T2P��N−1�T−2� ¯ �TN+1P��0�T−�N+1��TN+1

= T��
m=0

N+1

P��N+1−m��m��TN+1 � T̄��T
N+1, �4�

where T denotes time ordering, P����t�=TtP���T−t is the Tt

evolved form of P���, and P��s�=�i=1
N Xi�−�s�Zi��s� is a ho-

mogeneous pulse that we dub an indicator pulse. This pulse
acting on a string of Pauli operators generates a phase that
indicates the structure of that string, as described below.
Here �s denotes the intensity of the homogeneous pulse, and
the subindex s can be interpreted as a position in time. Ac-
tion �4� corresponds to a modified reflection operator where
we have introduced indicator pulses in between every time
step.

To show how we can generate a locally addressed unitary
of mirror-symmetric positions in the 1D array we take the
homogeneous set of individual QS operators,

���u,v,	� = �
j

e�	/2�Xj�u�Zj�v�+�Xj�u�Zj�v��†�; �5�

and from this construct the composite pulse

V��,u,v,l� = �F2T̄��F
2�−1�−�u,v,	��F2T̄��F

2��+�u,v,	� , �6�

where � and � are functions of 	 and ��s� to be determined
below. Here we have used the fact that for any mirror-
symmetric operator O �in particular a unitary generated by
homogeneous pulses�, F2OF2= �TN+1�†O�TN+1�. In the ab-
sence of the indicator operators, �s=0∀s, action �6� is
trivial, however their presence allows us to break homoge-
neity while maintaining mirror symmetry.

We claim that with the right choice of 	 and ��s�, the
overall result is the action of a unitary generated by
X�u�Z�v�+ �X�u�Z�v��† on site l and its mirror image only,
where u ,v� �0, . . . ,d−1� for the qudit case and �R for the
CV case

V��,u,v,�� = �
j

ei�/2�Xj�u�Zj�v�+�Xj�u�Zj�v��†��j,�, �7�

for some l, where we have defined ��j ,��=� j,�+� j,N+1−�, the
symmetric delta function. In the qubit case �8� it was shown
that, through clever engineering of the indicator pulses, one
can generate a change of sign in the Pauli group element of
only one site �and its mirror location�. By following this with
a repeat sequence without the indicator pulses one can effec-
tively cancel out the action on all qubits that did not suffer
the sign change realizing the overall unitary V�� ,u ,v , l�.
However, in the general QS case with higher dimensions,
instead of generating a sign, one generates a complex phase
�r for some r which depends on the intensity � of the indi-
cator pulse P���, and u, v. We cannot simply generalize the
construction of �8� to higher dimension as �r is a root of
unity and will, in general, not include −1 �e.g., for odd d�.
Instead we consider two sequential applications of pulse �6�,
where the first application generates a phase 1−�r on a tar-

geted symmetric pair of QSs in the chain while the second
application generates the complementary phase 1−�−r on
these same QSs. As it is always true that �r+�−r�R and
i��r−�−r��R, we obtain overall action �7�, where

� = �1 − cos�r��	 , �8�

which defines �, 	 appearing in Eq. �6�. The above relies on
the ability to engineer the action,

ei�Xj�u�Zj�v�+�Xj�u�Zj�v��†� → ei�r�Xj�u�Zj�v�+�Xj�u�Zj�v��†�, �9�

for one specific pair of QSs j, N+1− j, in the chain.
To show that we can actually engineer this targeted phase

action we present a convenient notation for a class of opera-
tors and their evolution under indicator pulses and T opera-
tors. Consider the product operator A�t�=� f�t�

� j=1
N Xj

aj�t�Zj
aj+N�t� which is an element of the Pauli group for

qudits and a product of Weyl operators for quantum nats. The
vector a� has 2N components which take values in Zd for
qudits and in R for quantum nats and it is convenient to write
this vector as a pair of N component vectors a� = ��a��x , �a��z�.
This operator A�t� is then compactly written A�t�=� f�t��a�

where we have the commutation relation �a��b� =�b�T·J·a��b��a�
with the symplectic form,

J = � 0 IN

− IN 0
� . �10�

Note that for a homogeneous invariant operator A the vector
components are a� = �a1 , . . .a1 ,aN+1 , . . . ,aN+1�. The action of
T on A�t� is simply given by

T:A�t� → A�t + 1� = � f�t+1��a��t+1� �11�

a��t� → a��t + 1� = C · a��t� �12�

f�t� → f�t + 1� = f�t� − a��t�T · D · a��t� �13�

where L��s1 ,s2 , . . . ,sN�T�= �s2 ,s3 , . . . ,sN ,0�T,

C = � � IN

− IN 0
�, D = �L IN

0 0
� , �14�

and �ij =�i,j+1+�i,j−1.
Also, having recognized the mirror-symmetric character

of the scheme, we adopt a mirror-symmetric encoding of the
initial state, effectively turning Eq. �7� into a single logical
site gate. We will encode M logical QSs into N physical sites
along a 1D chain. If N is odd we can encode M = N−1

2 logical
QSs, while if N is even we can encode M =N /2 QSs i.e. N
QSs encode �N /2� logical QSs. More specifically we do this
by mapping �1,. . .,M →�1,. . .,M � �middle � �M,. . .,1, where the
�middle contains no encoded information and is dropped if N
is even. Note also that given the overall mirror symmetry, at
most we only need ��N , . . . ,���N+1�/2�� to be nonvanishing as
the effect of P��s� is analogous to the action of P��N+1−s�.

We now choose to parametrize the string of indicator
pulses by fixing the generator of each and allowing only the
overall scaling to change with time. In the above defined
notation the indicator pulse P�� j�=��� j

with �� j =� j�−1�N ,1�N�,
with � j �Zd for qudits and �R for CV. This implies that T̄��
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will ultimately depend only on the intensities of the different

indicator pulses thus we will alternatively denote it as T̄��s�
when we need to emphasize this in advance. Both notations
are equivalent.

Our main goal is to find a pulse sequence that realizes the
action �9�. To do so we must explore how the generator

X��u�Z��v� is transformed by T̄��, i.e. what phase is generated.
We find

�F2�T̄���
−1F2��X��u�Z��v���F2T̄��F

2� = � f���s�,�,u,v��X��u�Z��v�� ,

�15�

where the generated phase is

f���s�,�,u,v� = − 	
m=0

N+1

�v�Cm��N+1−m�x�
− u�Cm��N+1−m�z�

� , �16�

where �a��x�z��
denotes the �-th component of �a��x�z�. The

phase factor f is a linear combination of components of
Cm��N+1−m, thus the actions of different temporal patterns of
indicator pulse scalings �s, can be analyzed independently.
We now examine how the individual terms in sum �16�, are
structured so that we can choose a sequence of indicator
scalings � j, which only give nonvanishing phases at targeted
mirror-symmetric sites. Further, our choice of indicator
pulse, due to its simple structure, can be used to simplify the
terms in Eq. �16�. For instance when we apply a pulse on
time step N+1−m only, a term in Eq. �16� can be simplified
as

− v�Cm��N+1−m�x�
+ u�Cm��N+1−m�z�

= − v���N+1−m�m��x�
− u���N+1−m�m − 1��x�

, �17�

=− v�N+1−m„��� + m − N − 1� − ��� − m − 1�… , �18�

− u�N+1−m„��� + m − N − 2� − ��� − m�… . �19�

To get Eq. �18� from Eq. �17�, we have used the update rule
�Eq. �12�� to give a��t+1�= ��a��t+1��x , �a��t+1�z��= ���a��t��x
+ �a��t��z ,−�a��t��x� which with the boundary condition
��a��0��x , �a��0��z�= �−1�N ,1�N� yields �a��t��x�

=���+ t−N−1�
−���− t−1�. This means that a pulse in time N+1−m in-
duces the transformation

X�u�Z�v� → �u�N+1−mX�u�Z�v� for sites �m,N + 1 − m� ,

→��v+u��N+1−mX�u�Z�v� for sites �m + 1,N − m� ,

→X�u�Z�v� otherwise. �20�

One can see, for instance, that u=0 pulses at times t=N+1
−m and t=N+2−m, such that ���N+1−m�=−���N+2−m�=�, gener-
ate the transformation

Z�v� → ��vZ�v� for sites m + 1 and N − m only,

→Z�v� otherwise.

We are now ready to find a set of pulses, i.e. nonvanishing
� j’s, which can generate phases on sites m and N+1−m ex-
clusively for any u v.

A. Construction of single QS gate

We initially consider the case for small arrays and from
this infer the general solution. Lets initially consider the even

N case �e.g., N=8�. From Eq. �4� we see that T̄��s�
is a prod-

uct of T-evolved indicator operators. We are interested in
determining what phase f� is accumulated when conjugating

an operator X��u�Z��v� by T̄��s�
where each interspersed in-

dicator pulse takes the form ��� i
, and �� i=�i�−1�N ,+1�N�.

From Eqs. �16� and �18� it follows that the phase acquired
by a product operator acting on site l due to the conjugation

by T̄��s�
, is given by

Xl�u�Zl�v� → � f���s�,�,u,v�X��u�Z��v� �21�

where

f���s�,�,u,v� = 	
m=0

N+1

�− v�N+1−m�„�� + m − N − 1�

− ��� − m − 1�…� − u�N+1−m„��� + m − N − 2�

− ��� − m�… �22�

Let’s note that the particular form of the phase is very
convenient as it does not mix � j’s, thus we can analyze every
nonvanishing � j independently and add them up at the end to
get the total phase acquired.

This can be appreciated more clearly graphically in Tables
I and II for even N and in Tables III and IV for odd N. Here
we show the evolution of the components of the indicator
pulse after evolution by T, for instance the column t tells us
how a indicator pulse evolves under t conjugations by T.
Additionally the components of the vector f��t ,u ,v� gives the
phase generated by a t-repeated T conjugations of a

TABLE I. This table shows the evolution of the components of
the indicator pulse after T conjugations. Column t tells us how the
original indicator pulse �t=0�, evolves under t conjugations by T.

t: 0 1 2 3 4

�a�t��x1
−1 0 0 0 0

�a�t��x2
−1 −1 0 0 0

�a�t��x3
−1 −1 −1 0 0

�a�t��x4
−1 −1 −1 −1 0

�a�t��x5
−1 −1 −1 −1 0

�a�t��x6
−1 −1 −1 0 0

�a�t��x7
−1 −1 0 0 0

�a�t��x8
−1 0 0 0 0

�a�t��z1
1 1 0 0 0

�a�t��z2
1 1 1 0 0

�a�t��z3
1 1 1 1 0

�a�t��z4
1 1 1 1 1

�a�t��z5
1 1 1 1 1

�a�t��z6
1 1 1 1 0

�a�t��z7
1 1 1 0 0

�a�t��z8
1 1 0 0 0
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X��u�Z��v� product operator acting on site l of our linear
array. The accumulated phase is related to this vector by
f���s� ,� ,u ,v�=	t f��t ,u ,v��N+1−t.

To make this notation more transparent lets explain
with an example: X3�u�Z3�v�→��9�u+v�+�8�u+v�+�7�u+v�+�6u

X3�u�Z3�v�. Similar expressions can be deduced for other
sites in the array. Our task will be to find the set �� j� such
that only one site and it’s mirror image get a phase while
other sites gain trivial phases. It is clear then that the f�

elements hold the relevant information to our problem, thus
it is important to understand their structure.

Evolution shown in the tables suggest a graphical repre-
sentation �indicated in Fig. 1�a��, which we find very useful.
The “profile” of the f��t ,u ,v�= (f1�t ,u ,v� , ¯ , fN�t ,u ,v�] has
a particular structure. To understand the importance of this
structure, we define an i-plateau, M� i�r�, a profile which has
nonvanishing components (N� i�r�)k=r ,k� �i , ¯ ,N+1− i�,

and an i-peak, R� i�r� as an N vector with (R� i�r�)k=r
��k , i�=�k,i+�k,N+1−i, the symmetric delta function. Thus
M� i�r�−M� i+1�r�=R� i�r�, �M� i�r�=M� i��r�, and M� i�r�+M� i�r��
=M� i�r+r��. In this notation the particular structure for
f��� ,u ,v� for can be seen to be given by f��� ,u ,v�= P� �

=M� ��u�+M� �+1�v�. We must now choose a set of pulse

TABLE III. This table shows the evolution of the components of
the indicator pulse for the odd N case.

t: 0 1 2 3 4

�a�t��x1
−1 0 0 0 0

�a�t��x2
−1 −1 0 0 0

�a�t��x3
−1 −1 −1 0 0

�a�t��x4
−1 −1 −1 −1 1

�a�t��x5
−1 −1 −1 0 0

�a�t��x6
−1 −1 0 0 0

�a�t��x7
−1 0 0 0 0

�a�t��z1
1 1 0 0 0

�a�t��z2
1 1 1 0 0

�a�t��z3
1 1 1 1 0

�a�t��z4
1 1 1 1 1

�a�t��z5
1 1 1 1 0

�a�t��z6
1 1 1 0 0

�a�t��z7
1 1 0 0 0

TABLE II. This table shows the separate phases f l�t ,u ,v� ac-
quired by the product operator X��u�Z��v� by the application of

each of the t terms in the product expansion of T̄��s� from Eq. �4�.
Under these actions, for example, X3�u�Z3�v�
→��9�u+v�+�8�u+v�+�7�u+v�+�6uX3�u�Z3�v�. In the text we show how to
find the set ��s� such that only one site and it’s mirror image acquire
a phase while all other sites gain trivial phases.

t: 0 1 2 3 4

f1�t ,u ,v� �u+v� u 0 0 0

f2�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0 0

f3�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0

f4�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� u

f5�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� u

f6�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0

f7�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0 0

f8�t ,u ,v� �u+v� u 0 0 0

TABLE IV. This table shows the separate phases f��t ,u ,v� for
the odd N case.

t: 0 1 2 3 4

f1�t ,u ,v� �u+v� u 0 0 0

f2�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0 0

f3�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0

f4�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� −v+u

f5�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0

f6�t ,u ,v� �u+v� �u+v� u 0 0

f7�t ,u ,v� �u+v� u 0 0 0

FF-1 F-1 FF-1 F-1

−→

!"#

!$#

· · ·· · ·

· · · · · ·

%&'( *+,-./"0 12-.34-
( 056./"0 12-.34-

'

()*$''('

"7/.00"8, /+".7
958 84":5;3

:"3" /+".7

quantum sites
quantum sites

quantum
site

FIG. 1. �a� The 1D architecture consists of a chain of N physical
QSs encoding M logical QSs �shown here for N even� in a mirror-
symmetric pattern, i.e. the sites �, N+1−� are in the same state. To
perform readout on qudits �but not for quantum nats� it suffices to
use one additional level which then can be coupled to an environ-
ment for measurement. Generically for qudits or quantum nats mea-
surement is realized using an ancillary QS �another qudit or another
CV degree of freedom� associated with each data QS shown here as
a another parallel chain, though the ancillary and data QSs may be
spatially colocated. The ancillary QSs are initialized in �0��N. �b� A
circuit for executing the SWAP gate between data and ancillary QSs
at locations � �and the same SWAP gate between QS and ancilla at
position N+1−��. We require the ability to execute a global SWAP

gate �double headed arrow� between the two chains, where we re-
call that the global swap gate can be executed through CZ and
global F gates. Also note that the remaining sites, on which no F
gate is performed, undergo trivial evolution. Finally, the required
sites are swapped and we can perform a global measurement on the
ancillary chain to readout logical QS �. The process can be repeated
subsequently for the remaining sites. Note that only global opera-
tions or measurements are used.
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amplitudes ��s� so that the total phase pattern obtained by
summing all the individual scaled plateau patterns yields an
� peak, giving a nontrivial phase only for the generators
acting on site �, N+1−�.

It is important to discriminate at this point between the
CV and the qudit case: �s�Zd for the qudit case and �s
�R for CV. In the CV case our calculations are simplified as
we have the freedom to choose ��=2� / �u+v�, so we can
achieve ��P� �=R� �(2�u / �u+v�). However in the qudit case
this is not always possible. In other words, given the huge
amount of freedom of the CV case, obtaining the desired
peaks is trivial, while the discreteness of the finite-
dimensional case generates complications. The technical de-
tails of deriving the appropriate set of pulses ��s�, can be
found in the Appendix. Once this pulse sequence is found we
can constructively build V�� ,u ,v ,�� �Eq. �7��.

B. Construction of two QS gate

In the previous subsection we have shown that we
are able to perform V�� ,u ,v ,��, and that we can run the
protocol twice to either eliminate or reinforce the Hamil-
tonian �X�u�Z�v�+Z�v�†X�u�†� noting that 1−�r−�−r�R and
R��r−�−r�=0. This allows us then to apply any element
of our operator basis on any logical site, thus achieving
single qudit �quantum nat� arbitrary unitaries. To have com-
plete universal quantum computation we only need now the
ability to perform localized gates that couple nearest-
neighbor QSs. To do this we perform the sequence to execute
an X+�u� rotation on the end logical site, e.g., ei��X1�u�+X1�u�†�.
Then we time evolve using m conjugations by T and we find
that

Tmei�„X1�u�+X1�u�†
…T−m → ei�„Z�u�m�X�u�m+1+Z�u�m

†
�X�u�m+1

†
….

�23�

In Ref. �17� it was shown that for qudits, exactly universal
quantum computation is possible given the ability to perform
arbitrary single qudit gates and one entangling gate such as
from the one-parameter family of gates in Eq. �23� choosing
u=1. In CV, these coupling gates �given that we can arbi-
trarily tune the real parameter u� combined with the afore-
mentioned single QS gates can be used to build a dense set
of unitaries on two QSs �14� �see also Ref. �3� for a method
using beam splitter type interactions to generate multiQS
unitaries�.

Finally we note that another option was suggested in �8�
for coupling gates between qubits using fewer global pulses
but requiring double the number of physical qubits. There
one inserts ancillae qudits �quantum nats� prepared in state
�0� between logical sites, preserving the mirror symmetry of
the encoding and guaranteeing our previous results. Using
X+�s�=X�s�+X†�s�, a T-conjugated Xi targeted on a �0� an-
cilla transforms as TX+�s�iT

−1=X�s�i−1 � Z�−s�i � X�s�i+1
+X†�s�i−1 � Z†�−s�i � X†�s�i+1. As Z�s��0�= �0�, then we have

an effective logical � je
i�Xj�Xj+1+Xj

†
�Xj+1

† ��j,i. Thus we have uni-
versal quantum computation in arbitrary dimension sub-
systems.

IV. INITIALIZATION AND READOUT

Readout of information in the chain can be done in an
architecture independent manner using auxiliary states for
each subsystem. First we consider the case of qudits �d fi-
nite�. We employ two ancillary levels per subsystem, a level
�a� that can be coherently coupled to at least one of the other
d information carrying states and another level �e� that
couples to the state �a� but none of the information carrying
states. The state �e� should couple to environmental degrees
to allow measurement by a classical readout and could rep-
resent, e.g. an optically excited state of an atom which de-
cays by emitting photons. High efficiency measurement of
population in state �a� is possible if there is a closed cycling
transition �a�↔ �e�. To realize measurement on any qudit we
simply adapt the formalism above but with extended opera-

tors �X̃j� and �Z̃j� operators acting on the d+1 dimensional
subsystem spanned by ��0� j , �1� j , . . . �d−1� j , �a� j�. Then to
measure population in the logical state �d−k�i of the qudit
located at position i we apply the operator Xi

k, so that only
the qudit located at site i could have amplitude in an �a� state,
then apply a uniform pulse to couple �a�→ �e� and observe
the presence or absence of a classical measurement output.
By composition of these operations readout on any compu-
tational state can be performed.

For measurement of CVs we could employ an additional
degree of freedom per particle. Say we encode information in
the x harmonic-oscillator mode, and we have access to con-
trol on a y harmonic-oscillator mode initially prepared in the
vacuum state for readout. The idea is to swap the state of the
x mode �the data� of one CV into its y mode �the ancilla� and
perform a global tomographic measurement on moments of
the y modes of the CVs. This can be done in fact for CVs or
for qudits using only global control and global measurements
�see Fig. 1�a��. Our scenario is the following: �i� we use an
ancilla chain initialized in the �0� state and �ii� demand that
we can let the two chains �computational and ancilla� interact
through a CZ gate �site i of the main computational chain
with site i of the ancilla chain for all sites i�. With such
conditions we can execute �via global control only� a swap
gate between the QS l of both chains, Swapd�,a�

= �Fd�

� Fa�
�CZd,a�Fd�

−1
� Fa�

−1�CZd,a�Fd�

−1
� Fa�

−1� as shown in Fig.

�(u+v)

�(u)

i N+1-i

r

i N+1-i

r

i N+1-i

a) b)

c)

f f

f

QS

QS

QS

FIG. 2. �a� Typical phase profile generated on Z�u�X�v� acting
on the sites of the chain when �N+1−i is the only nonvanishing
parameter. The task at hand is to use different nonvanishing �� j� to
build �b� i plateau’s �M� i�r�� and ultimately �c� i peaks R� i�r� for all
sites i �and N+1− i�.
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1�a�. We have assumed that the ancillary CVs are prepared in
the �0� state which are +1 eigenstates of the Z�s� operators.
Such states are infinitely squeezed position eigenstates and
are not physical �i.e. not normalizable�. We can however
achieve highly squeezed states by physically allowed global
operations perhaps using the assistance of the associated data
CV. Examples of such protocols include using extremely
short pulses of a standing-wave potential �18� confining the
spatial degree of freedom of the CV as demonstrated using
trapped atoms in optical dipole potentials �19�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion we have designed a protocol for universal
quantum computation with global operations for subsystems
encoding arbitrary finite or continuous variables. The data is
stored in a mirror-symmetric state over N subsystems encod-
ing M QSs aligned in one spatial dimension. The overall
requirements in our scheme are: �i� An initial state prepared
in �0��N �ii� global nearest-neighbors CZ gates, �iii� global
Fourier pulses, �iv� global P��m�=X�−��Z��� pulses �v� the
set of Hamiltonians �R�X�a�Z�b���. For quantum computa-
tion with CV, condition �ii� is met with the homogenous
coupling H=g1	i=1

N−1qi � qi+1; condition �iii� with H
=g2	i=1

N �qi
2+ pi

2�; condition �iv� is met with H=	i=1
N g3�qi

+ pi�, and condition �v� is met with Hamiltonians from the set
�cos��q̂+��p̂� , sin��q̂+��p̂�� with �, ���R. We have also
proposed a general scheme for readout using only global
operations and measurements.
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APPENDIX: CONSTRUCTING THE PULSE SEQUENCE

In this appendix we show how to choose a set of pulse
amplitudes ��s�, to build the operation V�� ,u ,v ,�� �Eq. �7��.
Referring back to Sec. III A to build V�� ,u ,v ,��, we aim to
apply pulses at different time steps with varying intensities
�value of �s�, such that we can generate an i-peak structure
R� ��r�, in any site �, we desire. For our example in Sec. III A,
we find that

R� 4�u� = P� 4 = u���4 + ��5� ,

R� 3�u2� = uP� 3 − �u + v�P� 4 = u2���3 + ��6� ,

R� 2�u3� = u2P� 2 − �u + v��uP� 3 − vP� 4� = u3���2 + ��7� ,

R� 1�u4� = u3P� 1 − �u + v��− u2P� 2 − vuP� 3 + v2P� 4� = u4���1 + ��8� ,

�A1�

where �����k=��k. From Eq. �A1�, we are able to find the
specific magnitudes for � j such that we can create all the
required l-peaks. For instance to generate a phase on QS 3
�and 6� only, we choose �N+1−m=6=u, and �5=−�u+v�, while

the rest vanish. The challenge is to find a set of �� j� that
achieves this for each site.

The above construction �Eq. �A1��, can be generalized to
larger N, as we just constructively build R� i from �P� j� for j
� i as we did here. However the solution fails when us

=0 mod d, for some s� �1,2 , . . . ,N /2�. If that is the case
then our analysis can be simplified and choosing convenient
intensities ��s�, we would have, say us=0 mod d, and one
can show that

R� i+1�us−1v� = us−1P� i − us−1P� i+1 = us−1v��� i+1 + ��N+1−i�

The above constructions show that irrespective of the par-
ticular values of �u ,v�, we can find a set of pulse intensities
��s�, which generate an i-peak for any site i. Note that the
construction we show here can be extended recursively to
chains of any size, as the above construction shows how to
obtain R� N/2, R� N/2−1, R� N/2−2, and R� N/2−3, and from these one
can easily construct RN/2−4 , . . . etc.

The protocol for N odd follows a similar argument. Tak-
ing N=9, for example, we can find

R� 4�v − u� = P� 4,

R� 3„u�v − u�… = �v − u�P� 3 − �u + v�P� 4,

R� 2„u
2�v − u�… = u�v − u�P� 2 + �v + u�„− �v − u�P� 3 + vP� 4… ,

R� 1„u
3�v − u�… = u2�v − u�P� 1 + �v + u��− u�v − u�P� 2

+ v�v − u�P3 − v2P� 4� ,

The critical case is when us�v−u�=0 mod d for some s as
then one of the peaks would be equivalent to a flat profile
which means we should not be able to address such site.
However if that is the case then

R� 2„u
s−1v�v − u�… = us−1�v − u�P� i − us−1�v − u�P� i+1,

as long as v−u�0 mod d. When u=v mod d then we must
apply a global pulse P� 0, which wasn’t needed in previous
cases to be able to generate a �N+1

2 � peak. For our example we
would have then that

2R� 4�u� = P� 0 + 2�P� 3 + P� 1 − P� 2� ,

R� 3�u� = P� 3 − 2R� 4�u� ,

R� 2�u� = P� 2 − 2R� 4�u� − 2R� 3�u� ,

R� 1�u� = P� 1 − 2�R� 4 + R� 3 + R� 2� .

From this we see that regardless of the values of u, v we
can always build i-peaks for any i �QS of the chain�; i.e., we
can always find a set of pulses such that
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V��,u,v,�� = �
j

ei�/2��1−�r�Xj�u�Zj�v�+�1−�−r��Xj�− u�Zj�− v��†���j,��

= �
j

ei�/2�1−2 cos�����Xj�u�Zj�v�+Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��e−i� sin���i�Xj�u�Zj�v�−Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,�� �A2�

with cos���=R��r� so that all logical sites can be manipulated at will. Note that while some operations may not be executed
on the middle QS �which holds no information�, e.g., u−v=0 mod d ;u+v=0 mod d, they can still be performed on the rest of
the chain, i.e. the computationally valuable QSs. Here � and r are not completely freely chosen. Recall for CV, �=ei and for
qudits �=ei2�/d. The parameter r is a function of u and v and the different indicator pulse intensities, determined by solving the
equations above, and is �Zd for qudits but �R for quantum nats. Running the protocol twice will allow us enough freedom
to execute any of the two elements V+�� ,u ,v ,�� and V−�� ,u ,v ,��, i.e. unitaries generated by the imaginary and the real parts
of X�u�Z�v�. More explicitly lets consider two runs targeting a specific l, and designed such that resulting r has opposite signs
for both runs �achieved choosing opposite intensities of the �’s�. We have

V+��,u,v,�� = �
j

ei�/2�1−2 cos�����Xj�u�Zj�v�+Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��e−i� sin���i�Xj�u�Zj�v�−Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��

�
j

ei�/2�1−2 cos�−����Xj�u�Zj�v�+Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��e−i� sin�−��i�Xj�u�Zj�v�−Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��

= �
j

ei�/2�2−4 cos�����Xj�u�Zj�v�+Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��. �A3�

Alternatively we could choose not only opposite signs for r but also opposite signs for � in both runs realizing,

V−��,u,v,�� = �
j

ei�/2�1−2 cos�����Xj�u�Zj�v�+Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��e−i� sin���i�Xj�u�Zj�v�−Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��

�
j

e−i�/2�1−2 cos�−����Xj�u�Zj�v�+Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��ei� sin�−��i�Xj�u�Zj�v�−Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��

= �
j

e−i2� sin���i�Xj�u�Zj�v�−Zj�−v�Xj�−u����j,��, �A4�

showing that we can execute any of two actions in Eq. �A2� and thus arbitrary single QS unitaries.
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